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Introduction

I hope you will enjoy this special supplement 

to EFMD’s Global Focus dedicated to masters 

programmes. It provides insights from leading 

specialists on the development of these 

programmes in North America, Europe and 

Australasia. 

As well as giving an academic vision on the latest 

trends in these programmes this edition also gives 

a voice of stakeholders from industry and the 

unique perspective of Della Bradshaw, Business 

Education Editor of the Financial Times. 

Master programmes or MiM (Master in 

Management) is an area where European business 

schools can claim to hold a dominant position 

on the world stage. As far back as 2007, Gordon 

Shenton and Patrice Houdayer (“The Bologna 

Effect: the emerging European masters market”, 

EFMD Global Focus Volume 1, Issue 2) were 

underlining that changes brought about by the 

Bologna process and a greater harmonisation of 

programmes within the 45-country European 

Higher Education Area would help provide a 

strong market for masters programmes. This has 

proved to be the case. 

Of the top 70 masters programmes listed by the 

Financial Times at the end of 2014, 64 were in 

European business schools. 

In one article in this issue (page 10), corporate 

stakeholders from Google, Schneider Electric and 

HP underline the good work that is being done by 

European business schools and the quality of the 

graduates produced. 

Indeed, a 2014 COMPASS survey (http://www.

mim-compass.com/Master-in-Management-MBA/

Global-Master-in-Management-MIM-Survey-2014) 

showed that 86% of MiM graduates find work 

within three months of graduating at an average 

salary of more than €38, 000. Clearly, MiMs are 

providing a sound start to a business career. 

However, as this supplement will show, the 

long-standing European domination could be 

challenged in the near future. As the COMPASS 

survey has shown, more than half the MiM 

graduates are from outside Europe. This is leading 

some regions such as North America to consider 

investing in programmes of their own. 

Many companies consider that MiM graduates are 

excellent “value for money” compared to freshly 

qualified MBAs. The lower cost of completing a 

MiM is also leading more students to consider this 

option. 

Clearly, there are interesting and competitive 

times ahead for those providing masters 

programmes. I hope that this Global Focus special 

supplement devoted to the subject will give you 

a better understanding of the major issues in the 

development of this market. 

Prof Eric Cornuel,  
Director General and CEO, EFMD
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Can the MiM become a global brand?

Della Bradshaw looks at the 
widespread  
(if confusing) growth of 

the one-year MiM degree 

Ask any European business school dean to name 

his or her school’s flagship programme and almost 

all will give the same answer: the Masters in 

Management degree. The number of European 

business schools that list their MBA as their flagship 

degree can almost be counted on one hand.

It is a situation that completely baffles academics 

in the US, for whom there can be only one answer 

to that initial question: the MBA.

So back in 2009, many of us that watch the 

business education scene were intrigued by an 

emerging trend in the US. Promoted by two of the 

country’s most innovative business schools, MIT 

Sloan and the Fuqua School at Duke University, 

it was the emergence of the one-year masters 

degree in management. 

For those of us who had been tracking the 

inexorable rise of the MBA degree outside its US 

homeland, this was initially welcome news. For the 

first time, here were US business schools adopting 

a format that had been created in Europe through 

the implementation of the Bologna reforms a 

decade earlier.

It was then that the confusion set in, however. 

What rapidly became apparent was that the 

degrees from Sloan and Fuqua were very different 

to each other. They had different names, a 

different structure and different target markets and 

admissions policies.
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Both eschewed the Masters in Management (MiM) 

sobriquet that has become the branding of these 

masters degrees in Europe, adopting the name 

Master of Science in Management Studies (MSMS) 

in the case of Sloan and Masters of Management 

Studies (MMS) at Fuqua. 

But while the Fuqua programme was aimed 

squarely at those straight out of undergraduate 

degrees, the Sloan MSMS was intended for more 

senior managers, specifically those that had 

already studied for an MBA at selected schools, 

such as HEC Paris. 

The launch by more and more US business 

schools of one-year masters in management 

degrees only added to the muddle. Most, such as 

those at Kellogg (MSMS), Notre Dame (MSM) and 

Michigan Ross (Master of Management), were 

squarely aimed at the pre-experience market. 

Then in 2012 Yale School of Management 

followed the MIT model and launched a masters 

degree for those who had already studied at its 

partner schools in the Yale Global Network. Initially 

dubbed a Masters in Management, Yale later 

decided to call the degree a Masters in Advanced 

Management to differentiate the programmes 

from traditional European MiM degrees.

Ask any European business 
school dean to name his or 
her school’s flagship 
programme and almost all  
will give the same answer:  
the Masters in Management 
degree

As these programmes began to flourish, what 

emerged was that the rationale behind the pre-

experience degrees in the US was very different 

from the motivation behind similar degrees in 

France, Spain or the UK. 

In Europe MiMs increasingly gained a standing 

as a conversion degree, better equipping those 

with undergraduate qualifications in philosophy, 

engineering or French to enter the corporate 

world.

The timing of the initial launch of these 

programmes – 2009 – was telling. So, too, 

was the fact that for several US business 

schools, applications were only accepted from 

undergraduates from their parent universities. 

What rapidly became clear was that these one-

year degrees were being used by US universities 

to give their graduates an edge in the appalling job 

market. 

Of course this was also the reason behind the 

sudden burgeoning of MiM degrees in Europe, as 

well as specialised masters degrees in accounting, 

finance or marketing, although the strategy here 

was more likely to be about making money 

than bolstering the employment statistics for a 

university’s undergraduate population. 

But it quickly became apparent that US business 

schools might have a second motivation in 

launching these pre-experience masters: to 

defend their full-time MBA programmes.

This became clear at the Kellogg school at 

Northwestern University, which has for decades 

run an accelerated MBA programme alongside its 

traditional two-year degree programme. Those 

entering the one-year MBA are required to have 

completed an undergraduate business degree or 

hold similar qualifications or exemptions. Kellogg’s 

MSMS fulfils this requirement perfectly.
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So, in a couple of years’ times, the question 

for those who graduated with the MSMS from 

Kellogg and want to study for an MBA will be 

straightforward. Do they get their MBA in one year 

from Kellogg, or invest the time and expense to 

go to Harvard, Chicago Booth or Wharton for two 

years?

Other US business schools are likely to follow suit. 

Indeed, it is probably also a topic of discussion 

at London Business School, the only top-ranked 

school in Europe that has both a one-year masters 

degree and a two-year MBA. 

Meanwhile in Canada the market for pre-

experience masters degrees in management was 

also beginning to take off. There the divergence 

was between those schools that taught the degree 

as a conversion degree, attracting students from 

many different undergraduate programmes – 

Ivey and UBC Sauder fall into this category – and 

those that limit admissions to those with an 

undergraduate business degree, such as that 

taught at Queen’s University. 

To date there has been limited take-up of the 

Masters in Management degree in China although 

the School of Economics and Management at 

Tsinghu University, undoubtedly one of China’s 

most prestigious institutions, is a member of the 

Cems network, which originated with a handful of 

top European business schools. The Hong Kong 

University of Science and Technology is also part 

of the Cems network while Fudan in Shanghai 

is launching a two-country degree with London 

Business School.

The biggest disincentive for Chinese business 

schools is that under Chinese government rules, 

they cannot charge the high fees that they can for 

MBA degrees.

However in the short-term, neither the US 

nor China are likely to undermine Europe’s 

stranglehold on the MiM, though there is one 

country that might – India.

Can the MiM become a global brand?

What rapidly became clear 
was that these one-year 
degrees were being used by 
US universities to give their 
graduates an edge in the 
appalling job market 
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Any changes in the Indian education system are 

particularly significant to European and North 

American business schools because Indian 

students, along with those from China, are often 

the financial mainstay of their institutions. Now a 

change in the Indian government, combined with 

Indian business schools’ aspirations to raise their 

international profiles, could mean a very different 

level of competition.

The flagship institutions in the Indian business 

school market, the elite Indian Institutes of 

Management, have so far operated outside the 

traditional Indian university system. Instead of 

offering degrees for their two-year programmes, 

which are largely populated by those with little or 

no work experience, the IIMs have issued a PGP 

(Post-Graduate Programme) certificate.

Changes to the nomenclature of these 

qualifications, which look set to come into place 

in 2015, mean the degree that to all intents and 

purposes looks like a MiM, could be renamed as 

an MBA.

The move is understandable. After all, the MBA is 

a recognised qualification worldwide and young 

Indian managers want a portable degree with true 

international currency. 

But what does all this mean for the European 

MiM? Is this epithet established well enough to 

become a global brand?

A look at the history of the MBA shows that 

the consolidation of the brand is possible but 

could take a long time. Both Kellogg and Yale, 

for example, have only adopted the term MBA 

for their two-year post-experience degree in the 

last 15 years or so. The question is, will Europe’s 

business schools be able to determine the 

agenda?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Della Bradshaw is Business Education Editor at the Financial Times, UK. 
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The corporate perspective on masters programmes

Mark Thomas reports on a 
stimulating conference 
session with practising 

managers

The EFMD 2014 Conference on Master 

programmes at Grenoble EM provided an 

opportunity for three professionals to give their 

opinion on the things business schools are doing 

well and things they could do better. 

Many academic conferences can be quite insular, 

with academics largely talking to themselves 

about what the rest of the world wants or needs. 

However, EFMD has always actively encouraged 

input from business to help the development of 

schools. 

The conference steering committee therefore 

invited experienced senior managers and 

stakeholders in the management education scene 

from Hewlett Packard, Schneider Electric and 

Google to share some candid feedback on what 

they had learned from their own time in a business 

school, their opinions about the graduates 

the schools produce and where they thought 

improvements could be made. (The panellists and 

details of their functions appear in the box on  

page 13.)

Getting a lot right

The reassuring news from the panel of 

professionals was that in general business schools 

are getting a lot right. The case study method, 

often a source of great debate in academic circles, 

was deemed to be of considerable use to all of the 

participants.

Indeed, drawing from her experience as an 

exchange student, Ms Grandidier from Schneider 

Electric suggested that the cases she had studied 

were far more relevant to her current work than 

some of the more theoretical courses. There 

seemed to be general agreement on this. 

The three stakeholders also praised business 

schools that were prepared to give future 

managers the practical skills they needed such as 

making formal presentations. Being able to use 

software such as SAP was also considered to be 

a major advantage for freshly graduated business 

students.

Even the hectic periods around exam time, so 

often a source of complaint from students, were 

considered to have the positive effect of preparing 

them for the periods of intense work that they 

would face in their careers. 

There was also a plea from the panellists to take 

this practical application a step further by ensuring 

that all graduates were capable of writing a 

convincing business or communication plan. 

Ms Barret from Hewlett Packard pointed out 

that companies such as her own need good 

salespeople who are capable of communicating 

effectively with different people in a firm and 

who truly understand how to create value for the 

customer. “Sales” has acquired a bad reputation 

and business schools have seemingly eschewed 

this aspect of teaching in favour of more “noble” 

disciplines such as marketing, strategy and finance. 

EFMD has always actively 
encouraged input from 
business to help the 
development of schools  
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“Please can you train some good salespeople as 

our companies can’t develop without them” Ms 

Barret asked the 100-strong audience. 

Ms Radojicic from Google pointed out that 

business schools are very good at showing 

students “best practice” but this does give a 

rather idealised view of what happens within an 

organisation.

She suggested that a complementary approach 

would be to teach students how they should 

deal with a poor manager. Because managers 

differ widely in their ideas about how different 

styles affect employees’ performance, students 

are likely to have to deal with diverse managerial 

approaches to performance. Her own 

professional experience had shown that she 

was unprepared for this and uncertain how to 

react and communicate when confronted with 

poor management. This is something that can 

happen at any stage in a person’s career and is 

thus an important skill to acquire early. Graduates 

also need to be able to adapt to different styles 

of management as well as adapt their own 

management styles. 
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Diversity in all its forms

Learning to work in a diverse and changing 

environment is a key skill that needs to be 

developed by business students. Despite some 

companies claiming that they lacked truly 

global managers, it was thought that graduates 

from business schools are generally very good 

at working in an international environment. In 

European business schools the level of linguistic 

skills is good. Most graduates speak two, three 

and often more foreign languages. Most business 

schools today provide a vast array of opportunities 

for students to work and study in foreign countries 

to develop their intercultural management skills. 

However, drawing on her experience at Google, Ms 

Radojicic underlined that diversity in a company 

does not come just from internationalisation. She 

suggested that although she had gained a lot from 

working in intercultural groups, the fact that they 

were all comprised of business students meant she 

was not challenged enough in school. 

One of her major difficulties had been working 

with engineers since their approach to projects 

seemed to be radically different to her own. A 

major problem was basic comprehension in 

meetings and developing an understanding of 

expectations. 

“I speak English, Spanish and French but I don’t 

speak ‘Engineer’,” she joked. 

She added that business schools should be more 

proactive in developing projects with students 

from other disciplines such as arts and engineering 

rather than simply allowing them to discover the 

challenges when they arrive in the workplace. 

Again, this echoes some initiatives that have been 

taken by a few business schools. However, Ms 

Radojicic felt that this should be more widespread 

so that all business students had this highly 

beneficial opportunity. 

Critical thinking about work and career 
plan 

The panellists underlined their opinion that the role 

of a business school was not only to develop the 

technical skills needed to work successfully in a 

company but to encourage critical thinking about 

professional and personal lives. Here the debate 

centred on the social responsibility that academics 

have to their stakeholders.

Indeed, it was further stressed that business 

schools also have a role in helping future graduates 

set the right expectations for their future careers. 

There is a need to have well-balanced, thoughtful 

individuals who do not burn themselves out by the 

time they are 40. 

Ms Barret argued further that the role of a business 

school was to help students understand the 

things that they really enjoyed and could develop 

a passion for. In this sense, work placement and 

internships and extracurricular activities were 

thought to be vital. 

The corporate perspective on masters programmes

EFMD has always actively encouraged 
input from business to help the 
development of schools 
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Finally, the stakeholders suggested that there 

should be a serious debate on what key 

performance indicators we should use to measure 

the success of our business schools. They 

considered that there is a tendency to follow 

rather than mould ranking methodologies. Salary 

levels and promotions should not be the only 

measures of the success of a business school 

and schools should take a more thoughtful and 

proactive role. Through this they could build 

individualised learning and competitive advantage. 

Salary levels and promotions should not be the 

only measures of the success of a business school. 

“Are we really measuring the right things?” 

questioned Ms Barret at the end of a very 

engaging discussion. 

Again, there has been debate on this in the past 

few years in academic circles. If corporations 

are now actively questioning this, the discussion 

certainly needs to be reinforced. 

Panellists

Anne Fleur Barret 

Talent Acquisition Manager Southern Europe 

at Hewlett Packard

Lorene Grandidier 

Strategic Marketing Manager at Schneider 

Electric 

Andrea Radojicic 

HR Business Partner Assistant at Google

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Mark Thomas is Associate Dean and Director of International Affairs at 
Grenoble Ecole de Management, France.
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Nigel Hayes and Roland Siegers 
look at the seemingly 
irresistible rise of the 

specialised masters business 
programme

For over a decade, European business schools 

have stolen a march on their US counterparts by 

offering candidates the opportunity to study one-

year business masters programmes. 

One reason for US schools’ reluctance to embrace 

these masters programmes has been their 

perceived threat, particularly from the masters 

in management (MiM) programme, to traditional 

MBAs that have been the financial and reputational 

backbone of all leading US schools. 

The thinking has been that although a lower-cost, 

one-year programme offered to applicants with an 

undergraduate degree but little work experience 

may not directly rival an MBA programme, it could 

stall future demand for MBAs as employers would 

already have capable and qualified employees. 

Hence the incentive to take two years out of a 

career to study an MBA (at a substantial cost) 

would be reduced. 

Yet it seems these fears have been largely 

unfounded and some of the big-brand US business 

schools, including Fuqua, Kellogg, Michigan Ross 

and MIT Sloan, have started to offer MiMs and 

other specialised business masters programmes. 

So if the US big guns are getting on board, where 

does this leave European business schools and 

their flagship MiMs?

To answer this question we must first turn to the 

colossi of Asia, China and India. According to a 

recent report from GMAC, prospective students 

from China and Hong Kong favour business 

masters programmes over MBAs. 

In fact, the most sought-after programmes 

were masters in finance, with 54% of students 

considering these programmes; accounting with 

32%; and management with 30%. 

This compares with 28% of prospective students 

saying they were considering a full-time two-year 

MBA programme and 24% considering a one-year 

MBA programme. 

Similar trends are occurring in India, where, 

according to a 2014 Financial Times report, there is 

little differentiation between an MBA and a MiM. 

The Indian government, recognising the need for 

high-level business education to complement its 

rapid economic growth, has been opening new 

Institutes of Management around the country that 

offer two-year management programmes. 

As far as employers and prospective students are 

concerned these are comparable with MBAs but 

have the advantage of providing more specialised 

skill sets. 

As the pioneer of MiMs and specialised business 

masters programmes, European business schools 

are well placed to offer students and businesses 

the programmes they demand.

Looking at recent applicants to masters 

programmes internationally, foreign candidates 

constitute the largest component of the applicant 

pool for MBA and non-MBA masters programmes 

and are responsible for the changing numbers 

globally. 

With 82% of foreign applicants, master in finance 

programmes topped the 2014–2015 GMAC 

Application Trends Survey. This was followed by 

master in management with 73% and master in 

marketing and communications programmes with 

69%. Figures for full-time one-year and two-year 

MBAs are 56% and 52% respectively. 

Masters programmes: a European perspective

82%
With 82% of foreign 
applicants, master in 
finance programmes 
topped the 2014–2015 
GMAC Application 
Trends Survey.
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If we focus solely on European programmes, the 

bulk of foreign candidates applying to European 

business schools come from East and Southeast 

Asia (approximately 38%) followed by other 

European countries (approximately 22%) and 

Central and South Asia (approximately 15%). 

Master in management programmes, which are 

largely located in Europe, had 69% of applicants 

from countries outside Europe.

An interesting recent development is the 

increasing number of women applying for 

specialised business masters. 

Though the total number of women applying 

to graduate business schools participating in 

GMAC´s survey remains fairly consistent with 

previous years at around 38% of the applicant 

pool, the percentage of women applicants varies 

considerably across programmes and certain 

programmes showed increases in 2014 compared 

to 2013. 

The strongest programmes for women 

applicants in 2014 were masters in marketing and 

communication, where women constituted 65% 

of total applicants. 

This was followed by master in accounting, which 

had 62% of women applicants, an increase of 3% 

from 2013, and master in management with 54%. 

Master in finance programmes attracted 46% of 

women applicants, with part-time and flexible 

MBAs attracting between 40%–43%. Full-time, 

two-year MBA programmes were lagging behind 

with 37% of women applicants in 2014, marginally 

less than the 2013 proportion of 39%.

An interesting recent 
development is the 
increasing number of 
women applying for 
specialised business 
masters. The strongest 
programmes for women 
applicants in 2014 were 
masters in marketing and 
communication, where 
women constituted 65%  
of total applicants  
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If applicant profiles are changing, what about 

company demands of prospective employees? 

Are they shifting in line with the applicants to 

business schools? Or rather, are applicants simply a 

reflection of the changing nature of business? 

Well, yes and no. 

It really rather depends on where you are. In the 

US the appetite for MBA graduates seems as solid 

as ever but there is an increasing appetite for 

specialised business masters programmes. 

The GMAC 2014 Survey of Corporate Recruiters 

gives figures for company intentions for 2014. 

With over half the companies included in the 

survey based in the US (53% in 2013, 58% in 2014) 

the results are clearly weighted towards the US 

employment model. 

However, they do show that demand for 

business school graduates has increased across 

all programmes both globally and regionally. In 

particular, Asia-Pacific companies indicated the 

highest growth in hiring graduates of specialised 

masters programmes in management, accounting 

and finance. 

While in Europe, companies projected figures for 

hiring candidates were master in management 

64% (compared with 61% for MBA), master of 

accounting 46%, master of finance 49% and other 

specialised business masters 52%.

And it is not just specialisation that is increasingly 

in vogue. When asked about which skills they 

look for when employing business graduates, 

companies rated communication skills as the 

most important. This held true for all employers 

surveyed (with the exception of manufacturing) in 

every global region. 

In fact, companies considered communication 

skills as twice as important as managerial skills. 

Generally, companies are looking to employ 

candidates with proficient communications skills, 

where oral communication is valued most highly, 

followed by listening and writing. Teamwork was 

ranked second after communication, followed 

by technical skills, and then leadership and finally 

managerial skills. 

So what does all this mean? Well, it seems 

that global business education is undergoing 

something of a shake-up. 

While the traditional MBA 
requirements still dominate US schools 
and companies, in other regions of the 
world, most notably in countries from 
South, East and Southeast Asia, the 
increasing trend is to look for 
candidates with specialised business 
masters degrees

Masters programmes: a European perspective
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While the traditional MBA requirements still 

dominate US schools and companies, in other 

regions of the world, most notably in countries 

from South, East and Southeast Asia, the 

increasing trend is to look for candidates with 

specialised business masters degrees. 

As these countries, with China and India at the 

core, have the demographic and economic 

potential to drive demand from both companies 

and applicants for skills and courses, they will 

determine the landscape of business education in 

the coming years. 

One effect of this will be an expansion of joint 

programmes between business schools in Asia 

and other regions that can offer participants 

international experience. CEMS, the organisation 

promoting global alliances in the masters 

in management segment, has 29 academic 

institutions collaborating in its master in 

international management programme. Of the 29, 

26 are located in Europe and Asia.

IIM (Indian Institute of Management) Calcutta and 

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 

Business School have recently joined CEMS and 

are now working with 27 other business schools 

around the world to provide students with a global 

master in international management programme. 

Each year, 25 students complete their degree after 

spending one term in another member school 

and participating in international internships.

Another area ripe for expansion is the concept of 

double-degree programmes where candidates 

study in two different countries over two years. 

The Global Masters in Management (Global MiM) 

is being launched in September 2015 by LBS and 

Fudan University, China. 

The programme lasts for two years and 

participants will spend the first year studying in 

London and the second in Shanghai. At the end of 

two years they will receive two degrees, a Masters 

in Management (MiM) and a Masters in Science 

(MSc) in International Business. 

MiM programmes are particularly well-suited 

for collaborative ventures as they are young 

and flexible enough to respond and adapt to a 

changing market for business graduates. We can 

expect to see many more similar programmes 

evolving over coming years.

If European business schools are to maintain and 

increase their profiles and reputations they need 

to embrace these changes. And they are perfectly 

positioned to do so. 

Developing partnerships with business schools 

in other regions, either directly or as part of a 

campus-sharing network, means that specialised 

business masters programmes can be delivered in 

an international setting. 

This gives participants not only the technical 

knowledge but also the experience of working 

and communicating with different cultures and 

languages and the ability to adapt to different 

environments. The MiM can lead the way in 

developing these partnerships and show that 

perhaps the best way for European business 

schools to retain market share is to share the 

market.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Nigel Hayes had a long career in international finance and is currently the 
Director of the Master in International Management, Master in 
International Finance and Master in Accounting and Finance 
programmes at EADA Business School, Barcelona, Spain. He is a member 
of the EFMD Masters Steering Committee.  
Roland Siegers is Executive Director of CEMS, a global alliance of 
academic and corporate institutions dedicated to educating and 
preparing future generations of global business leaders through the 
CEMS Master’s in International Management.
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The North American view

Mark Vandenbosch looks at 
shifting preferences for 
business education in North 

America and explains why the market 
domination of the MBA is not 
threatened

The history of North American business education 

dates back to 1635, when records show a school 

in Plymouth Colony, America’s first permanent 

Puritan settlement, advertised that it taught 

“reading, writing, and the casting of accounts”. 

North America’s first collegiate business school 

was established in 1881, thanks to self-taught 

businessman Joseph Wharton, who gave a 

US$100,000 donation to the University of 

Pennsylvania to teach finance and economics. 

The first graduate school of management was 

launched in 1900, when Edward Tuck donated 

US$300,000 worth of stock in the Great Northern 

Railway to found the Amos Tuck School of 

Administration and Finance, which offered a 

Master of Science in Commercial Sciences. 

Eight years later, Harvard opened its Graduate 

School of Business Administration — with 15 

faculty members, 33 regular students and 47 

special students — and introduced the world’s first 

Master of Business Administration (MBA). Harvard 

added a doctoral programme to its business 

degree offerings in 1922.

In Canada, the first MBA programme was launched 

shortly after the second world war by Western 

University (known as the University of Western 

Ontario at the time), which added the country’s 

first doctorate in business administration to its 

programme offerings in 1961. 
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Over the years, the various forms of business 

education offered in Canada and the US have 

evolved differently. The two-year MBA, for 

example, is the standard among top-tier US 

schools, while top Canadian schools offer a variety 

of programme lengths. Nevertheless, the MBA has 

remained the foundation of business education 

in North America for well over a century. And 

although that foundation is currently under strain, 

the MBA is not dead — not by a long shot. 

Enrolment in North American MBA programmes 

has been declining since before the financial crisis, 

and it remains unclear when the market will hit 

bottom. Meanwhile, demand for other forms of 

business education is rising. 

As noted in “Empty Seats: An MBA Case Study,” an 

article recently published by Canada’s Globe and 

Mail newspaper, the strain on MBA programmes 

in North America can be clearly seen in the 

weakening numbers of people taking the Graduate 

Management Admission Test (GMAT), an MBA 

application requirement. In the US, for example, 

about 87,000 GMATs were administered last year, 

down from 127,000 in 2010. In Canada, GMAT 

numbers reportedly declined 23% between 2010 

and 2013, when fewer than 6,000 people took the 

test.

In addition to increased competition from 

alternative forms of business education, MBA 

programmes are under pressure from shifting 

preferences among recruiters and students. As a 

result, the negative narrative that keeps rearing 

its ugly head is that the MBA is dying a not-so-

slow death, destined to be eventually replaced 

as the foundation of North American business 

education by Master of Science in Management 

(MSc) programmes, which dominate the business 

education market in Europe, or even Masters 

in Management (MiM) programmes, which are 

growing in popularity. But the fact of the matter 

is that not all MBA programmes are threatened 

because not all MBA programmes are created 

equal. 

The three major forces that influence the North 

American business education ecosystem are 

students, recruiters and schools. Rising demand 

for alternative graduate programmes offering 

specialised business education is driven by 

students, especially graduates of lower-tier 

business schools seeking to up their credentials 

and non-business graduates seeking to increase 

their chances of landing a job. But the growth of 

this market segment is limited by the fact that top 

business schools are heavily committed to (and 

invested in) the MBA. 

Over the years, the various 
forms of business education 
offered in Canada and the US 
have evolved differently
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Keep in mind that a market move to an Executive 

MBA (EMBA), part-time MBA and distance MBA 

programmes is more natural than a move to 

specialised non-MBA degrees, at least in North 

America, where the MBA is held in much higher 

esteem than it is elsewhere in the world. Even 

at schools where MiM programmes have been 

launched, such as Kellogg (Northwestern) and Ross 

(Michigan), the emphasis is still very much on the 

MBA.

The appreciation of MiMs or MScs by recruiters, 

who still hire traditional MBAs from top schools 

in relatively big numbers, is another issue. There 

are clearly some alternative graduate business 

programme areas — such as analytics and perhaps 

finance — where what the market wants matches 

the increase in student demand for non-MBA 

programmes. 

But in many cases, these degrees are not the fast 

ticket to a great business career that students 

imagine, especially when basic management skills 

are simply added to a liberal arts degree or when 

international students use these programmes 

primarily to add North American education to their 

resumes. 

The real shift in the recruiter focus in North 

America is more toward the undergraduate market, 

where employers can find new hires that can be 

professionally grown more in-house and hopefully 

be retained longer. 

This is especially true in Canada, which has 

seen huge investment in quality undergraduate 

programmes; the market has grown by more 

than 50% over the past decade. At Western’s Ivey 

Business School, where I teach, the number of 

undergraduates entering the school every year has 

jumped from 220 to 600. 

Despite the rising focus on undergraduate 

programmes, however, the MBA will remain 

the big-ticket item in North America because 

market forces will push the shrinking pool of MBA 

students to the top-tier programmes that offer the 

most value in terms of career opportunities and 

return on investment.

In other words, while lower-tier programmes that 

accept students with limited real-world experience 

(or none at all) will continue to feel the pressure, 

top programmes will actually thrive because 

their more-experienced graduates attract higher 

wages and more opportunities than graduates of 

alternative business degrees.

The real shift in the recruiter focus 
in North America is more toward 
the undergraduate market, where 
employers can find new hires that 
can be professionally grown 
more in-house and hopefully be 
retained longer 

The North American view
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Even if this was not the case, the best schools 

in North America would adapt and innovate 

to ensure that the MBA remains the dominant 

business programme because they have so 

much invested in the degree, which is intimately 

connected to school reputations. 

This is especially true in the US, where 

undergraduate business programmes do not even 

exist at many top schools. If the MBA disappeared, 

there would be much less reason for business 

schools at universities such as Harvard and 

Chicago to exist, so the top schools have a huge 

interest in making sure it survives. 

The demand for North American MSc degrees 

in business will continue to grow. The challenge 

moving forward will be to ensure that these 

programmes graduate students who are 

differentiated in some way from MBAs and 

graduates of undergraduate business programmes 

so recruiters can better gauge talent.

Nevertheless, thanks to steady demand for MBAs 

from top schools and the hierarchy of business 

education as it has been entrenched by the North 

American market, the MBA is not going away, at 

least not in the foreseeable future. 

In other words, “The MBA is dead. Long live the 

MBA.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Professor Mark Vandenbosch is the Associate Dean, Programmes at the 
Ivey Business School in Canada as well as a Professor of Marketing and 
the Kraft Professor in Marketing. He earned his HBA from Ivey and his 
PhD from the University of British Columbia. He has held visiting 
professorships at IMD in Switzerland and INSEAD in France.

50%
Canada has seen a huge 
investment in quality 
undergraduate programmes; the 
market has grown by more than 
50% over the past decade.
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Business school masters programmes in Australia:
Challenges, achievements, opportunities

John Shields explains the way 
Australian masters programmes 
have developed (and will  

develop more)

In essence, masters-level education in business 

and management in the Australian university 

sector is a hybrid of the European pre-experience 

MSc model and the North American post-

experience MBA tradition. 

While the flagship postgraduate coursework 

(PGCW) programmes offered by Australian 

business schools are post-experience programmes 

in MBAs, EMBAs and DBAs degrees, with few 

exceptions the programmes that continue to draw 

the largest volumes of students are those studying 

in non-MBA pre-experience specialist business or 

generalist management masters programmes. 

Indeed, Australian universities have turned 

increasingly to revenue raising via masters 

fees, with the sector now taking in 150,000 

PGCW students annually and such programmes 

now contributing 27% of all higher education 

enrolments (Department of Education, 2013; 

Austrade/AEI, 2013). 

Business schools have been in the forefront of this 

growth in masters education. The sector’s growing 

reliance on fee revenue from masters cohorts, 

which are predominantly pre-experience and 

international and full-time, poses both challenges 

and opportunities for educational practice in 

Australian business schools. 

While remaining predominantly state-owned, the 

universities to which Australia’s business schools 

belong now rely substantially on fee income from 

masters-level business education to meet both 

recurrent and capital improvement costs. 

Management/Commerce currently represent over 

one-third of all PGCW commencements in the 

sector and although there has recently been strong 

growth in demand for programmes in humanities, 

information technology and health, Australian 

business schools graduate one-third of Australian 

university students and one-fifth of international 

students at Australian universities (Australian 

Business Deans’ Council, 2014). 

Continued dominance of non-MBA  
pre-experience masters programmes

In the Australian context, post-experience business 

administration programmes are, for the most part, 

boutique products, while non-MBA specialist 

masters programmes deliver most of the student 

load. 

Nearly all Australian business schools offer 

specialist masters products, compared to just two-

thirds of US business schools (AACSB, 2014). The 

growth engines here are pre/early career degrees 

in professional accounting, finance and commerce. 

The last five years has also seen the rise of pre/

early career general management (“baby MBA”) 

While remaining predominantly 
state-owned, the universities to 
which Australia’s business schools 
belong now rely substantially on 
fee income from masters-level 
business education to meet both 
recurrent and capital 
improvement costs 
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programmes, partly to capitalise on a growing 

demand from newly graduated non-business 

background graduates for conversion masters 

in the business field. Fifteen universities (38% of 

all 39 Australian universities) now offer a Master 

of Management (MiM) programme, with seven 

of these being pre-experience and most others 

requiring only two years’ work experience. By 

contrast, only 10% of US business schools offer 

such programmes.

However, the growth in Australian pre-experience 

general management programmes remains 

embryonic. To date, only one such programme 

(that offered by my own institution) has achieved 

Financial Times ranking. 

Accelerating cohort internationalisation

Australia has the fifth-highest number of 

international students studying at its universities, 

with only the US, UK, Germany and France 

having higher numbers (OECD, 2014). 

Internationals now comprise 60% of Australian 

PGCW commencements, up by 100% since 

2004, compared to an increase of just 12 % for 

domestics (Austrade/AEI, 2013). 

The two growth-engines here are China (52% 

of the international load) and India (with 14%) 

(Austrade/AEI, 2013). 

The immediate causes of the surge in international 

numbers are (i) the rapid fall in the value of the 

Australian dollar over the past year (due largely 

to the end of the Australian mining boom) and 

(ii) government policies intended to encourage 

recruitment of fee-paying internationals. These 

have including the streamlining of student visa 

processing, the introduction of a two-year post-

study work visa opportunity and the retention 

of accounting on the Skilled Occupation List for 

permanent residency purposes. 

150,000
Australian universities have turned 
increasingly to revenue raising via masters 
fees, with the sector now taking in 150,000 
PGCW students annually and such 
programmes now contributing 27% of all 
higher education enrolments (Department of 
Education, 2013; Austrade/AEI, 2013).
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Local schools are also expanding their portfolios 

of dual degrees and joint masters degrees with 

international partners in China, South East Asia, 

India, the UK and Europe. I suspect that we will 

now see a comparable rise in partnerships with US 

and Latin American schools. 

Tighter standards-based regulation

Over the last decade, Australian universities 

have been caught in a public policy pincer. The 

less funding that governments of either political 

persuasion have provided to universities, the 

greater the regulatory imposts they have applied to 

the sector. 

The proportion of public funding has fallen to just 

45% of operating income across the sector, leaving 

Australia near the bottom of the OECD league 

table. 

Yet the decline in public funding has also been 

accompanied by a significant tightening of 

regulatory standards intended to enhance learning 

quality. In particular, the Australian Qualifications 

Framework (AQF), introduced in 2011, mandates 

demonstrated adherence to specified learning 

outcome standards for coursework masters 

programmes. 

Other regulatory changes in train include 

the mandating of threshold competencies 

in accounting, finance, marketing and other 

business qualifications and external validation of 

assessment grading. It is to be hoped that these 

regulatory requirements will serve to enhance 

educational quality across the sector. Equally, they 

are guaranteed to increase compliance costs and, 

hence, to place upward pressure on fee levels. 

Curriculum renewal

The sector’s changing political economy 

notwithstanding, Australian business schools 

have risen to the quality assurance challenge and 

are undertaking some innovative and exciting 

initiatives in masters-level curriculum renewal. 

Adopting the trilogy of pedagogical possibilities 

suggested by Datar and Garvin (2010), it is 

appropriate to characterise this as a shift to “being” 

and “doing”, not just “knowing”. 

Pre-experience masters students, including 

those from non-western learning backgrounds, 

are being encouraged and resourced to practise 

self-reflection, enhance intercultural awareness, 

sharpen critical thinking skills, build their client-

facing capabilities, develop ethical awareness 

and reasoning, deepen their sense of social 

45%
The proportion of 
public funding has 
fallen to just 45% of 
operating income 
across the sector, 
leaving Australia near 
the bottom of the 
OECD league table.

Business school masters programmes in Australia:
Challenges, achievements, opportunities
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For a proudly campus-based institution like my 

own, the “blended learning” model holds special 

appeal. The use of technology stands to free 

up valuable class time for a “flipped” approach 

emphasising student-led knowledge-application 

and problem-solving. 

With a view to strengthening their appeal to 

both part-time and international students, some 

business schools have now introduced wholly  

on-line programmes at masters level in emulation 

of the HarvardX model. Many have also entered 

into partnership or consortia – with Coursera,  

EdX and Academic Partnerships International  

– to deliver MOOCS masters products globally. 

Conclusion

Australian business schools continue to face 

formidable challenges in both the pre-experience 

and post-experience masters fields. For our 

international masters graduates, outcomes remain 

mixed, particularly at the pre-experience level. 

Local employers still remain reluctant to take 

on international graduates, citing concerns over 

deficiencies in language proficiency and client-

facing skills. Domestic students sometimes 

complain that international students are unwilling 

to adapt to local ways. Ironically, offshore 

employers sometimes express the view that 

indigenous graduates who have studied abroad 

are too westernised and have unrealistic pay and 

promotion expectations. 

The key challenge confronting Australian-based 

postgraduate business educators is to turn these 

perceptions around. In this regard, the innovations 

in curricula and pedagogy outlined above augur 

well for the future of masters education in the 

business and management field in the Australian 

context.  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Professor John Shields is Deputy Dean (Education) and Professor of Work 
and Organisational Studies, University of Sydney Business School, 
Sydney, Australia.

responsibility and consider the importance 

of business sustainability – all with a view 

to achieving a deeper sense of personal and 

professional purpose. 

To encourage students to see learning as going 

well beyond the absorption of narrow technical 

knowledge, courses are springing up in areas 

such as professional development, business 

sustainability, poverty alleviation and profit, social 

enterprise, co-operatives and much more. Exciting 

new collaborations are also emerging with 

humanities faculties in fields such as human rights, 

creativity, leadership, language and intercultural 

competence. 

Innovation in educational practice

Educational practice in Australian masters 

programmes is morphing from the traditional 

model of “sage on stage” and the passive 

transmission of knowledge to an approach that 

is student-centred, interactive, interrogative and 

applied.

Central to these developments is the concept of 

experiential learning (Australian Business Deans’ 

Council, 2014), which now informs a growing 

diversity of practices with special appeal to 

pre-experience students such as innovation and 

entrepreneurship labs / incubators , student-

run enterprises, leadership studios, industry 

placements and business/consulting projects. 

While the adoption of these applied learning 

practices remains uneven, there are clear signs of 

a sectorial trend in this direction. 

Like business schools everywhere, those 

in Australia are also making greater use of 

technology-enabled methods in their masters 

programmes, although some have already moved 

much further in this direction than others. 
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A changing management education landscape  
ushers in an era of programme innovation

Selcuk Erenguc, Bertrand Guillotin 
and Ana Portocarrero analyse 
why and how masters 

programmes are developing in the US

In the past decade, specialised masters (SM) 

programmes have gained popularity in the US. 

The 2008 global financial crisis added fuel to the 

growth in SM programme enrolments. 

In the aftermath of the crisis, many US business 

schools were greatly disrupted and responded 

to the new environment by diversifying their 

programme offerings. 

Out of necessity and due to a mature and ultra-

competitive MBA market, coupled with reduced 

funding, US business schools were essentially 

catching up with their European peers. As seen 

in Figure 1, from 2005 to 2014, enrolment in SM 

programmes at 32 of the top 50 Best Business 

Schools ranked by U.S. News & World Report grew 

by more than 100% from 5,078 in 2005 to 10,256 

in 2014. 

The EFMD Conference on Master Programmes 

held at Grenoble Ecole de Management (GEM) in 

France in late 2014 gave scholars and practitioners 

from both sides of the Atlantic the opportunity 

to share their insights about this diversification 

experiment. 

This article will discuss the presentation of two 

US business schools: University of Florida’s Hough 

Graduate School of Business (HGS) and Duke 

University’s Fuqua School of Business (FSB). 

First, though, the US education market for SM 

degrees in business will be addressed in terms 

of trends and rationale for its growth. Second, 

the pros and cons for business schools of this 

market development will be discussed. Finally, 

recommendations to business school leaders and 

administrators will be made so that best practices 

can be learned and potentially applied. 

(1) Figure 1 includes only 32 schools that were in the 

top 50 of U.S. News & World Report rankings between 

2005 and 2014 and reported enrolment data.

(2) Working Professional MBA enrolment includes 

executive and part-time enrolment.
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FIGURE 1: 
ENROLMENT OF 32 OF TOP 50 US NEWS & WORLD REPORT BUSINESS SCHOOLS 
2005–2014
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SM programmes are designed for individuals, 

generally without work experience, who wish 

to enhance their business acumen and improve 

their career prospects. These programmes 

provide students with a more in-depth and 

focused education that allows them to develop 

specialised skills sets. SM graduates fill a gap in the 

employment market in that they are specialists 

and do not command as high a salary as MBA 

graduates. In addition, they are typically younger 

than MBA graduates and are more open to 

geographical relocation.

One question that intrigues business school 

administrators is whether or not SM programmes 

are cannibalising the MBA. 

The enrolment trends displayed in Figure 1 

may, in general, provide some support to the 

cannibalisation question, at least for the 32 

business schools included. Figure 1 indicates that 

for the 32 schools over the past decade, total MBA 

enrolments stayed more or less level while SM 

enrolment grew significantly.

Whereas European business schools have 

been offering SM programmes for decades (the 

MBA market never really developed on the Old 

Continent), their US counterparts were late to 

the game. Maybe the steady growth of domestic 

applications was sufficient until 2005 or so. 

However, it quickly changed as the market 

reached saturation. MBA applications started to 

decline and the 2008 global financial crisis sent 

shockwaves throughout the field of management 

education. 

One question that 
intrigues business 
school 
administrators is 
whether or not SM 
programmes are 
cannibalising the 
MBA 
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A private institution such as Duke University lost 

30% of its billion-dollar endowment and suffered 

significant budget shortfalls for years. Business 

schools within such a collegiate environment have 

always been the risk-takers and innovators, using 

academic, professional and market (profit) logics as 

needed when they needed to adapt. 

Additional factors also played a role: demand from 

individuals without work experience who sought 

to better their employment opportunities and to 

fulfil certification requirements, acquire a solid 

business foundation, become specialists or start 

their own businesses. 

As a result, the Fuqua School of Business at Duke 

University was among the first to market in its 

peer group when in 2009 it launched the Master 

of Management Studies programme. Started with 

99 students the first year and priced at the level 

of undergraduate tuition fees, this programme 

increased its enrolment before going global and 

being offered at the Duke Kunshan University 

(DKU) campus in 2014. 

The University of Florida’s (UF) Hough Graduate 

School of Business (HGS) established its first 

SM programme, the Master of Accounting, in 

1960 to allow students to fulfil additional course 

requirements to be able to sit for the Certified 

Public Accountant (CPA) exam. 

From 1993 on, the UF HGS expanded its SM 

portfolio to include programmes in information 

systems and operations management (MS-ISOM), 

real estate (MSRE), international business (MIB), 

entrepreneurship (MSE) and finance (MSF). 

In addition, UF offers a generalist MSc in 

Management (MSM) programme specifically 

designed for individuals without a business 

background. 

As shown in Figure 2, in the past decade (2004–

2014) enrolment in HGS SM programmes has 

grown by more than 55% from 1,247 students to 

1,940 students. 

The UF undergraduate student population is an 

important recruitment source for the HGS SM 

programmes and accounts for the majority of their 

enrolment. 

These programs have created partnerships with 

departments across campus to recruit students, 

including a successful combined bachelors/

masters degree programme option. Employment 

opportunities for domestic students (US citizens 

and permanent residents), especially in accounting, 

finance, real estate, and information systems and 

operations management, have been excellent. 

Clearly, there are more pros than cons with SM 

degrees. 

The pros include additional million-dollar revenue 

contributions to a business school budget, greater 

absorption of fixed costs (economies of scale), 

wider market reach and ability to meet recruiters’ 

needs, expanded and diversified alumni population, 

greater employment opportunities for graduates 

(without work experience), a greater in-depth 

and focused education (most MBA degrees are 

generalist). 

The cons include the risks of brand dilution, 

confusion in the market place about the 

identity of a business school, as well as possible 

cannibalisation between products (MBA vs. SM). 

But these risks can be mitigated by 1) educating 

the business school customers (students and 

employers who hire them) and 2) training the staff 

to address both student populations adequately, 

especially in career services. 

A changing management education landscape  
ushers in an era of programme innovation

55%
In the past decade 
(2004-2014) enrolment 
in HGS SM programmes 
has grown by more 
than 55% from 1,247 
students to 1,940 
students. 
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We have additional recommendations below that 

we would like to make: 

Top five recommendations

(1) Segment your market carefully so that there is 

no cannibalisation between MBA and SM

(2) Maintain clear boundaries by restricting access 

to MBA classes to MBA students only and limiting 

the number of electives that MBA and SM students 

take together 

(3) Help define faculty expectations and pedagogi-

cal approaches for SM vs. MBA students 

(4) Create partnerships with undergraduate 

programmes at your university since a significant 

portion of your enrolment will come from your 

own undergraduate population

(5) Expect more SM international students who 

require different approaches from the admissions 

process and student services standpoint through-

out their programme 

Once again, business schools have risen to 

unprecedented challenges (such as the financial 

crisis) by proving that they can adapt to their 

market environment, complex and competitive as 

it may be. 

The growth of SM degrees offered by US business 

schools in recent years confirms that insights can 

derived from peers on the other side of the Atlan-

tic. As such, the 2014 EFMD Conference on Master 

Programmes at GEM was not only interesting as 

an exchange of insights but also proved to be a 

valuable and timely forum to explore best strategic 

management practices. 
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FIGURE 2: 
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA’S HOUGH GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ENROLMENTS 2004–2014
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The EFMD Annual Conference 
on Master Programmes

The Conference on Master Programmes is one of more than  
10 specialised conferences that EFMD organises every year. 

It brings together directors of MSc and MA programmes in management and 
related areas such as finance, marketing and so on as well as programme 
administrators and staff from EFMD member and non-member schools 
concerned with masters programmes. 

In line with the philosophy of EFMD, the conference also invites corporate 
members to give their insights on the role and the effectiveness of business 
school in preparing future managers.
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The two-day programme includes presentations 

from academics and professionals involved in 

masters programmes as well as group meetings and 

breakout sessions based on thematic subjects. 

This blend of formal, analytical analysis and more 

informal discussions allows participants to gain 

insights into the latest trends on the management 

of such programmes and to share a rich variety of 

experiences. 

The last conference, in 2014 was hosted by Grenoble 

EM in France. Over 100 participants from more than 

20 countries took part. The conference theme was 

“Going Global” and included speakers from the 

Fuqua School of Management, Duke University, the 

University of Florida, Georgia Tech, the Richard Ivey 

School of Business, Toronto, and the University of 

Sydney. 

A European perspective was delivered by speakers 

from EBS & EMST, Germany, Grenoble EM and from 

the CEMS consortium. Managers from Google, HP, 

Schneider Electric, leading thinkers such as Matt 

Symonds and GMAC also provided highly valuable 

analysis. The conference concluded with an address 

by Della Bradshaw, Business Education Editor of the 

Financial Times. 

The 2015 conference will be held from December 8–10 and hosted by the Católica-Lisbon 
School of Business & Economic, Lisbon, Portugal. Chaired by Ricardo Reis, Associate Dean 
for International Affairs, the theme will be “Bridging the Gap”.

The conference will include the same rich diversity of speakers and participants as in 
previous years including a closing address from José Manuel Barroso, who has served as 
both Prime Minister of Portugal and President of the European Commission. 

For more details on the 2015 programme: www.efmd.org/events 

This special issue of EFMD Global Focus is the 

result of the conference that is held each year. For 

the organisation of the 2014 conference EFMD 

would like to thank the Master Programme Steering 

Committee:

Nadine Burquel, Ben Glover, Nigel Hayes, Pascal 

Krupka, Ana Portocarrero, Ricardo F. Reis, Markus 

Rudolf, Roland Siegers, Sami Saarenketo, Caroline 

Taylor & Mark Thomas.  

For the organisation of the 2014 Master Conference 

at Grenoble EM, France special thanks also go to:

Joelle Silvestre, Marie Laure Capelle, Marie-Claire 

Pieri, Andrea Yesilada, Ombeline Brechignac, Melanie 

Farissier, Sylviane Chabli, Armelle Godener, Hélène 

Michel, Miki Lin, Stephanie Falkner & Dolores Victoria 

Suarez Rubio, Martin Zahner & Piotr Warmbier as well 

as all of the excellent speakers.




